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Artists painted what they saw around them and Artists painted what they saw around them and Artists painted what they saw around them and Artists painted what they saw around them and 
their paintings can tell us a lot about the people their paintings can tell us a lot about the people their paintings can tell us a lot about the people their paintings can tell us a lot about the people 
who lived and worked long ago. They show us who lived and worked long ago. They show us who lived and worked long ago. They show us who lived and worked long ago. They show us 
what it was like in those days and we can see what it was like in those days and we can see what it was like in those days and we can see what it was like in those days and we can see 
how things have changed.how things have changed.how things have changed.how things have changed.
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Ears of Wheat Ears of Wheat Ears of Wheat Ears of Wheat 

by Vincent Van Goghby Vincent Van Goghby Vincent Van Goghby Vincent Van Gogh

Vincent Van Gogh Vincent Van Gogh Vincent Van Gogh Vincent Van Gogh 
was very interested in was very interested in was very interested in was very interested in 
the people around the people around the people around the people around 
him He painted lots him He painted lots him He painted lots him He painted lots 
of pictures of workers of pictures of workers of pictures of workers of pictures of workers 
at harvest time.at harvest time.at harvest time.at harvest time.
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This is his painting of a This is his painting of a This is his painting of a This is his painting of a 
reaper in a wheat field. reaper in a wheat field. reaper in a wheat field. reaper in a wheat field. 
The reaper is cutting the The reaper is cutting the The reaper is cutting the The reaper is cutting the 
wheat with a scythe.wheat with a scythe.wheat with a scythe.wheat with a scythe.

A scythe has a long A scythe has a long A scythe has a long A scythe has a long 
wooden handle and a wooden handle and a wooden handle and a wooden handle and a 
sharp metal blade. sharp metal blade. sharp metal blade. sharp metal blade. 
It was used to cut the crop.It was used to cut the crop.It was used to cut the crop.It was used to cut the crop.
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wheat field with reaperwheat field with reaperwheat field with reaperwheat field with reaper

The workers also used sickles. Sickles were 
much smaller and lighter than scythes.
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wheat field with a reaperwheat field with a reaperwheat field with a reaperwheat field with a reaper
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Cutting the crop was hard work. Cutting the crop was hard work. Cutting the crop was hard work. Cutting the crop was hard work. 
These workers are resting at midThese workers are resting at midThese workers are resting at midThese workers are resting at mid----day.day.day.day.
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woman binding woman binding woman binding woman binding 

sheavessheavessheavessheaves

the sheaf binderthe sheaf binderthe sheaf binderthe sheaf binder

Once the crop was cut 
the binders came
along and tied it in
bundles called sheaves.
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The sheaves were stacked together to make The sheaves were stacked together to make The sheaves were stacked together to make The sheaves were stacked together to make 
stooks and left to dry.stooks and left to dry.stooks and left to dry.stooks and left to dry.

the sheaf binderthe sheaf binderthe sheaf binderthe sheaf binder
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wheat field with sheaveswheat field with sheaveswheat field with sheaveswheat field with sheaves
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The stooks were loaded The stooks were loaded The stooks were loaded The stooks were loaded 
onto a cart and taken to onto a cart and taken to onto a cart and taken to onto a cart and taken to 
the barn. the barn. the barn. the barn. 
Then the sheaves were Then the sheaves were Then the sheaves were Then the sheaves were 
separated and opened up separated and opened up separated and opened up separated and opened up 
on the floor of the barn. on the floor of the barn. on the floor of the barn. on the floor of the barn. 
Next they were threshed Next they were threshed Next they were threshed Next they were threshed 
with a flail. This separated with a flail. This separated with a flail. This separated with a flail. This separated 
to stalk from to stalk from to stalk from to stalk from 
the grain and the grain and the grain and the grain and 
chaff. chaff. chaff. chaff. 
It was veryIt was veryIt was veryIt was very
hard work!hard work!hard work!hard work!
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Harvest time Harvest time Harvest time Harvest time 
was a very was a very was a very was a very 
busy time of busy time of busy time of busy time of 
year.year.year.year.

Haystacks Haystacks Haystacks Haystacks 
Under A Under A Under A Under A 
Rainy SkyRainy SkyRainy SkyRainy Sky
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Everyone helped at Everyone helped at Everyone helped at Everyone helped at 
harvest time, even the harvest time, even the harvest time, even the harvest time, even the 
children helped. children helped. children helped. children helped. 

This painting is called This painting is called This painting is called This painting is called 
Peasant Woman Cutting Peasant Woman Cutting Peasant Woman Cutting Peasant Woman Cutting 
Straw.Straw.Straw.Straw.

Straw was used for Straw was used for Straw was used for Straw was used for 
bedding for the animals bedding for the animals bedding for the animals bedding for the animals 
but also used as thatch but also used as thatch but also used as thatch but also used as thatch 
for thatched roofs.for thatched roofs.for thatched roofs.for thatched roofs.
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Harvest at La CrauHarvest at La CrauHarvest at La CrauHarvest at La Crau
The ladders were narrower at the top.
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